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The brain is the control center of the body, and has to process information coming from all five of the senses. One of the senses, vision, is often stronger than the others. Mirror therapy is a type of therapy that uses vision to treat the pain that people with amputated limbs sometimes feel in their missing limbs. Mirror therapy does this by tricking the brain: it gives the illusion that the missing limb is moving, as the person looks at the real, remaining limb in a mirror. This way, the brain ignores the fact that it receives no signal of movement from the amputated limb itself. Although very promising, mirror therapy has some limitations, and scientists are working to overcome these limitations so that mirror therapy can be used to address more complex movements or different kinds of pain. Virtual reality is a promising tool offering interactive, realistic, and modifiable environments that are able to trick the brain in more complex ways.
WHY DO WE NEED TO FOOL THE BRAIN?

Along with taste, smell, sound, and touch, vision is one of the five senses that enable us to gather information from the world that surrounds us. But vision can also be used as therapy to transmit information to the brain: ~25 years ago, scientists in California (USA) led by Professor Ramachandran [1, 2] used vision to treat a well-known problem affecting people who had lost a limb (hand, leg, etc.). These amputees sometimes experienced unpleasant sensations of tickling, spasms, or even pain in that amputated limb, even though the limb was not physically there anymore. The scientists proposed that this "phantom limb" phenomenon was due to a miscommunication problem in the brain. Neurons (nerve cells) that had previously commanded muscles in the phantom (amputated) limb still exist in the brain, and can still send out signals, such as a request to move the limb. When these signals are sent, the brain expects signals in return, like the feelings of movement or touch, to indicate that the command was carried out. However, because the limb does not exist anymore, the brain signals never reach their destination (the muscles), and the limb cannot send sensory information back to the brain. This miscommunication creates a conflict that the scientists call negative feedback. To bypass this negative feedback, the scientists devised a plan to trick the brain of people with an amputated hand/arm into perceiving sensations, simply by looking at the other (real) hand/arm. In the original experiment, people placed both their amputated (phantom) and intact limbs in a box with a mirror on one side (see Figure 1). The amputees were instructed to move their existing fingers while looking in the mirror on the side of the phantom limb. With just 15 min of practice per day for 3 weeks, people were able to “feel” movement in the phantom limb, and more than half of the amputees were relieved of their phantom pain. In this study, the mirror therapy created an illusion of movement that broke the negative feedback loop. How is this possible? Can new technologies help us design new treatments based on these observations?
HOW DOES MIRROR THERAPY WORK?

To better understand how this phenomenon works, researchers focused on two concepts: mirror neurons and neuroplasticity. Mirror neurons are neurons in the brain that are activated when you perform a task but are also activated when you look at someone else performing this task. However, these mirror neurons are only activated if you watch an action that you can perform yourself. For example, mirror neurons are not activated if you look at a bird flying. What is more surprising is that mirror neurons are also activated when a person is imagining an action but not performing it! This is also why you can sometimes feel what other people feel: if you see someone get his fingers caught in a door, you will probably “feel” that person’s pain, and wince.

The brain is not a rigid network of neurons set in a given arrangement for life, like an old electrical board. The brain is constantly trying to find better ways to deliver and deal with information by creating or removing connections between neurons. This phenomenon of neural changes is called neuroplasticity. When babies are discovering the world around them with their five senses, their brains undergo intense development and remodeling. Later, when children learn to ride a bike, catch a ball, or play a musical instrument, more remodeling occurs, allowing the child to perform complicated actions without actually thinking about each and every step involved. When catching a ball that is flying toward you, you do not consciously think of using specific muscles at specific times, you just catch the ball, because your brain already knows which muscles must be activated and when. Neuroplasticity continues to take place during a person’s entire life and can have lasting effects depending on your experience in a given activity: this is why, for example, the more you train in mental calculation, the more competent and fast you become.

If a specific area of the brain is damaged (from a stroke, disease, or trauma from an accident), that brain area can no longer send specific commands to the body. However, because neuroplasticity allows the brain to modify its organization, some people with brain damage can still recover some of their movements, thanks to the creation of new connections between neurons. These new connections offer new ways to send information, the same way a new bridge allows people to cross a river when the old bridge has collapsed. Overall, being young is a strong advantage in recovering movement after a brain injury, because neuroplasticity is at its peak when the brain is still developing. The younger you are, the better you can recover.

Now that you have learned a little about neuroplasticity, you can better understand how mirror therapy works to reduce unpleasant phantom limb sensations: the visual system tells the mirror neurons that the phantom limb is moving (even though it really is not).
Exaggeration of head movement using virtual reality. When the participant was asked to move his head, the virtual head movement he saw through the VR viewer was exaggerated in the virtual world—it showed him moving his head more than he actually did. Even though he only rotated his head to the dashed line, he thought he rotated his head to the solid line. The VR world can fool the brain into feeling more movement than actually occurs. Image from Harvie et al. [3].

With training and a little patience, helping the brain to “see” and “feel” the amputated limb move can change the way the brain deals with signals, by eliminating the old negative feedback (“the phantom limb is not moving”) and establishing new connections to “feel” the limb again.

**CAN WE MAKE A BETTER MIRROR?**

Mirror therapy has been tested and has shown promising results for the treatment of other health problems, including chronic pain, re-education of the brain after stroke, and even arthritis. However, the use of mirror therapy is still very limited and much remains to be done to improve this therapy and its use.

While traditional mirror therapy only allows for small movements and cannot provide a truly realistic experience to fool the brain and give it the illusion of movement, the new technology of **virtual reality** (VR) offers just that. VR gives a person the illusion of movement by dropping them in a three-dimensional environment and giving them an avatar, or the appearance of a body. With VR, people can interact in an environment generated by a computer, as if they were in a video game! Unlike traditional mirror therapy, VR offers the illusion of movement for body parts that do not come in pairs, like the head, for example. A team of researchers recently asked people immersed in VR to turn their heads to the side, but manipulated what they were seeing, making them think they moved their heads more than they really did [3]. When the people were then asked to say how much their heads really moved, they always overestimated the movement. As illustrated in Figure 2, their perceived movement was influenced by incorrect visual information that overpowered the actual feeling of movement itself—they were tricked by the VR experience!

Another problem with traditional mirror therapy is that it cannot always be used to help people with amputated legs to walk again, or to reduce...
their pain. AVR version of mirror therapy was created to help with this [4]. A man with a prosthetic leg was shown an avatar of himself in which his missing leg looked like a normal leg. For the participant, it was as if he was actually walking with two real legs. Over time, the slight asymmetry in his walk was progressively reduced and his limp almost disappeared.

CONCLUSION

Traditional mirror box therapy has proven to be a very simple and interesting method to help with the phantom limb phenomenon. However, the use of mirror therapy is limited to simple movements involving a single arm or leg. Because of this limitation, we have turned to new techniques and technologies. VR has shown promise in this domain, and has become more than simply a tool for gaming and entertainment. VR has many advantages, including the ability to create realistic, interactive, and modifiable environments to distract the brain from the other senses. Furthermore, VR allows scientists to incorporate other senses into the experience, like hearing or touch. VR could be used, for example, to design serious games for the treatment of patients suffering from phantom limb syndrome or other limitations of movement. In conclusion, tricking the brain through VR is a promising new technology for helping the brain adapt to the challenges posed by amputations or other injuries affecting movements of the body.
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YOUNG REVIEWERS

ANNA, AGE: 13
Hi I am Anna, I am 13 years old and I am short, really short. Nevertheless, I am full of energy and creativity! I love drawing; in fact I can draw everything, from hamburgers to vampires: for me drawing is a real passion! I am studying at Istituto Leopardi.

CATERINA, AGE: 14
Hi, I am Caterina and I am 14 years old. The swimming pool is my second home: In fact I love swimming, in particular synchronized swimming. I like learning new things and my favorite subjects are English and Italian. I study at Istituto Leopardi, and next year I will start the Liceo Classico.

FEDERICO, AGE: 14
Hi, I am Federico and I am 14. I am studying in Istituto Leopardi and this is my last year there. I love playing football and videogames. I have a lot of friends and I spend a lot of time with them. My favorite football team is Inter FC, and I usually go to the stadium.

FRANCESCO, AGE: 14
Hi my name is Francesco, My favorite sport is tennis, but I also love football, and my favorite club is AC Milan. I am studying at the Istituto Leopardi, an excellent school. When I will finish the secondary school I will go to Liceo Classico. My favorite subjects are Maths, Italian, and English. I am sure that my life will be fantastic!

SOFIA, AGE: 14
Hi I am Sofia, I am 14 years old and I study at Istituto Leopardi. My favorite subject is English because I love to study languages. I play tennis and beach volley.
Hi I am Tommaso, and I study at Istituto Leopardi. I like history quite enough, but I also like science and using new technologies. I love music, in particular the instrumental one, and I play the piano. I really love music!!!!!!!!!! And I like creating it. I also love writing and making some small stop-motion movies with LEGO. Year by year I try to improve myself in everything I do, together with the school and my parents, and with a brother who helps me a lot in everything.
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